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GARDENING & 
LANDCARE 
WEEKS 

Experience being in 

community where the 

rhythm of the day includes 

silent worship, work, rest and 

fellowship. 

All skill levels are welcome; 

you can work with others or 

at your own pace. A friend 

who enjoys cooking would be 

especially welcome to help 

prepare meals with the 

beautiful garden produce. 

Gardening & Landcare weeks 

are free but donations to 

cover costs are appreciated. 
 

Winter  
19 to 25 July 2019 
 

Spring  
18 to 24 October 2019 
 

Summer  
31 January to 6 February 
2020 
 

Autumn  
24 to 30 April 2020 

Whether you wish to spend a day, or the 

week, you will be welcome. 



2019 Courses 

Universal Spiritual Teachings:  

Asian Faiths 

30 August to 5 September 2019 

Led by Arthur Wells & Helen Gould  

Learn from Buddhist, Taoist and Hindu 

traditions;  practice meditation, chanting, 

and maintaining a simple yoga routine. 

Explore how these profound practices and 

beliefs fit with, and confirm, your own 

religious/spiritual experiences. 

Celtic Spirituality 

4 to 6 October 2019 

Led by Nila Chambers 

Use Celtic imagery, text, music, and verse 

as a springboard to get more in touch with 

your heart’s knowing; your intuition. Ritual, 

meditation, artwork, and structured 

exercises will help participants to get out of 

the rational mind and seek the knowledge 

that only the heart can reveal.   

2020 COURSES 
 

Living the Big Questions: A Young 

Adult Space 

12 - 18 Jan 2020 
Led by Tracey Bourne, Andy Bray, & Sally 
Kingsland    

Who am I? What is my life for? How can I 

make the world a better place? We invite young 

adults to a week-long workshop in community 

to dig deeper into the big questions of life.  

 

Friendly Business – Clerks, 

Committee Conveners & Others 

26 - 29 Mar 2020  
Led by Sheila Keane & Julian Robertson 

Learning, encouragement and renewal for 

Quaker clerks and committee conveners. Share 

experience and practice discerning the sense of 

the meeting. Learn about clerking facilitation 

skills (including online meetings) and strategies 

to address difficulties. 

  

Easter Family Gathering 

10 - 13 April 2020 
A Silver Wattle facilitated event 

A weekend of family fun and fellowship over 

the Easter weekend.  

 

Know Thyself – Writing from the 

Heart 

8 – 14 May 2020  
Led by Kerry O’Regan  

Reflect on small but significant events that have 

led you to become the person you are today. 

Much of the time will be spent actually writing, 

with discussion, guidance, focus suggestions 

and supportive responses from others in the 

course.  

2019 COURSES (continued) 

 

Listening to the Landscape 

21 to 24 November 2019 

Led by Anne Felton & Peri Coleman 

Connect more deeply with the land that sustains us. Meet 

the soils, rocks, and landscape of Silver Wattle (including 

the lake). Learn how plants are uniquely adapted to 

different parts of the landscape. All ages welcome. 

Adaptations will be made for those who have difficulty 

with mobility. 

Silver Wattle Water Dreaming: 

Aboriginal Spiritual Ceremony 

6 to 8 December 2019 

Led by Ceane Towers & Shane Mortimer 

Experience quiet reflective times, sharing stories and 

Aboriginal Practices to become one with self, each other 

and the land around you. Slow down to ‘bush time’ away 

from your busy everyday life. The simplest things are 

often forgotten in this busy world; we forget our own 

Identity. It’s time to remember where we Belong. 

End of Year Retreat: Reviewing the Old, 

Dreaming the New  

 29 December 2019 to 4 January 2020 

Led by David & Sue Woods  

Reflect on the year that has been and the year that is to 

come. Experience contemplative 

practice through communal worship 

and meditations on scripture and 

poetry linking with the elemental 

themes of Land, Water, Incarnation, 

Fire, and Air. Enjoy daily walks and 

shared silence, allowing as much 

time as possible for connection with 

the land, personal reflection, 

journaling and rest.  

Full details for all courses are available at    www.silverwattle.org.au/upcoming-courses 


